


 

From Dialogue to Resonance - a Book of Poems 
by Anna Ehmen 

[Introduction]

However, when we are dealing with text, words on white paper, there are many possibilities to 
express the very context of the theme and the intentional interest of the author. Still in the 
contemporary context we are dealing with a social and economic expectation towards a 'trustable, 
'reliable' text, source, which is contrary towards a metamodern society. An aspect of sharing a 
'personal truth'. One of a kind that is a temporally attempt into speaking out into the open. Arguing 
from the essay Notes on Metamodernism by Timotheus Vermeulen and Robin van den Akker: “ The 
reason these artists haven’t opted to employ methods and materials better suited to their mission or 
task is that their intention is not to fulfill it, but to attempt to fulfill it in spite of its 'unfulfillableness' 
“. A sharp observation on the present movements within the temporality of the art world. 
In despite of encountering methods and materials that are introducing a new era on contemporary 
attitude is one of the main oppositions nowadays. We are not longer dealing with a concept solely 
based on the idea of originality in art (thanks god!), rather a position on parameters dealing with an 
attitude towards the unknown, unresolving and unfulfilling, without any attempt to change these. To 
find a position within the very same concept, that would expand perception beyond the opposing 
forces of 'life and death, immortality and mortality, perfection and imperfection, time and 
timelessness, between order and disorder, truth and untruth, sense and senselessness of existence' 
(Voegelin). All those concepts are vanishing away, provoking in the first place insecurity, chaos and 
instability, as intertwined concepts, based on fear. And so far I understood something, there is the 
underlying introduction of 'trust' that is 'beyond' and in the same time 'between' and 'with'; something 
we can reach out to. The Belgian physical chemist Ilya Prigogine placed it like that: “Chaos is a 
misunderstood word [...], it's a type of order, it's a type of unstable order in which are the temporal 
sequences very complex.” 

In my very own artist approach, I dared to introduce a new technique for myself, one that is 
conferring the space and opportunity to navigate through the new era of informations and to digest 
over my artist practice. I investigated into the form of Poems and to write them based on the idea to 
assign mainly to existing material, found-text-material: primary in the sphere of the New Media 
(social media comments, automatic generated subtitles of youtube-videos, blogs, etc.), books, 
articles, interviews, as well as given words and random words picked up from the streets, in random 
conversations, Radio, TV etc. ; all the words and concepts that we are dealing with in a daily setting. 
I introduce a new term:

  [Autopoetry] 
/'ɔːtəʊ pəʊɪtri/

noun

A prefix meaning "oneself," In use of distinctive style and rhythm, as in 
autoimmune, producing antibodies or immunity against oneself. It also 
means "by itself, automatic," as in autonomic, governing by itself. 

“Autopoetry an attempt of knowing without knowing” * 

Written words are creating a volume of data, a signature on present circumstances in the social and 
cultural landscape. A tactile archive that is preserved in objects and informations, reaching 
throughout the immediate dialogue with our surrounding by entering the private space of our 



perception. 
The word “Dialogue” comes from the Greek dʌɪəlɒɡ and means converse with, through speak. 
Within the context of art it is defined as the conversation between two or more characters in a novel, 
drama, theater, performance etc. ; an exchange of ideas or opinions on a particular issue, a written or 
spoken conversational exchange. A dynamic that reveals itself in the synergy of sending and 
receiving.**

 A personal act of understanding in dialogue within and beyond. Comprehension is neither an 
arbitrary act nor a passive experience, but a responsible act claiming universal validity. A 

contact that is defined as the condition for anticipating an indeterminate range of yet 
unknown (and perhaps yet inconceivable) true implications. It seems reasonable to 

describe this fusion of the personal and the objective as Personal Knowledge.

Personal Knowledge. Te two words may seem to contradict each other: for true knowledge is deemed impersonal, universally
established, objective. But the seeming contradiction is resolved by modifying the conception of knowing.*** 

one could say that Heidegger approaches the ontological 
(being-) structure of humans by pointing out that Dasein is 
“thrown” (German: “Geworfen”), “project” (“Entwurf”) and is 
subject to “falling” (“Verfallen”). This means, first, that humans 
inescapably find themselves (thrown) in the world, without rhyme
or reason****

[ *my friend Julija Paškevičiūtė; *** google.nl (definition: dialogue)  *** Michael Polanyi, “Personal Knowledge” , Towards a Post-
Critical Philosophy, (1962) Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd **** http://thoughtleader.co.za/ bertolivier/2014/03/16/heidegger-and-
everydayness-today/ ]

http://thoughtleader.co.za/
http://thoughtleader.co.za/bertolivier/2014/03/16/heidegger-and-everydayness-today/
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a BOOK of Poems







 vox humana zu wasser
  

intrinsic and random
the line as long as the circumference
neo-Kantian and preserved,
like an ontological possibility

To the left, grass-station
- 'Julia's yellow fingertip'
which Julia? beginning be made
vox humana, vox humana

the old hunters black box,
filled with rusty Dasein
repulsing expectations on a low sequence
head to toe, vox humana

music is participating 
in everything.
simultane abweichung   
ohne rhythmus.   [eng: simulate appearance lack rhythm]

it's always the same  
constituted by directionality, 
in a frame.
Gymnastik dem Körper!         [eng: gymnastic in hallway]

we walking light drops
by remembering distance in solitude
let the attempt be made,
step by step we enter vox humana

the sound studies the reader 
for one human being
- all others!

blue dreams on the door-stone 
shaping the frame into a white future,

but not 
   and then

confronting with an impossible dream awaits

urlaut und ergänzung – in leerform
now the cupboard is falling 
to provoke a suggestion 

vox humana     zu wasser
  [eng: under wave]



looking for truth 

without expecting to find it 

  



 
 the process of forgetness

that thin skin
a micro-layer
compelling the ceremony 
release some impulse

coming from somewhere in the back of the throat.

In taste like distilled water
discovered by a paradox
in absence 
the story doesn't open 

yet, seeing surrealistic behind wide eyes.

Carefully estimated
as only agglomeration 
in the simplest act
(glorified and exaggerated)

returning the most insignificant thought.

[about:blank]

the process of forgetness
the process of forgetness
taste like distilled water

even water may thus be 'built'
that is 
given precise definition 
as part of an over cultural analysis

smoking
winking
smiling

an entrance stairway 
covered with wild
and mysterious pictures

certainly recall the slowmotion shots
that transform everything around them
even yourself.

Some years later...

also up there (in the mountain)
that only thought was instantaneously stamped
with the hallmark

anstrengung bewirkte ermüdung beseitigt        [eng: let's eat some meat]

unnecessary to mention:
but many people leave their flats and cars unlocked
we use this creativity for social legitimization 

(don't forget to process forgetness) 



But I can't just sit 
and wait 
in the meantime 
devastated 
and unresolved 
in a romantic 
life -concept. 

we all need to make us 
vulnerable, 

     more than ever before.



 a space lies in its vertical lines

separate out activities 
when the assertion has been expressed
being with one – another
in real experience of time and life

washing dishes
making love

walking
shopping

holding children
don't separate out 
all activities

separation unnecessary 
attentive all the time 
no waste

as it was written 
I lived in galleries   
dredged up by ancient rage 

the mind pays attention to one idea
seven stimuli and one focus 
the obsolete absorption goes
hand in hand

fighting
eating

sleeping
barking

returning
are raised to dignity 
a result of 
emotional conditioning
obsolete in response

suffering for no reason 
cure the snake, “Linda”

my survival conclusion 
from a distance
on a psychological level
      tied philosophical 

we went went from verbal
to nonverbal

as regressed beauty

we are teaching ourselves vertical 
    immersing ourselves horizontal

all in all, I'd say
the world is reaching out 

(until then we are all tied up)



Disorder is a 
suggestion towards
something new

#evolution #progression 
#entropy #robert smithson
#synchronicity #c.g.jung #rudolf
steiner #now 
#sacred knowledge # celestial 
#metamodernism #beyond   
#in-between #with #chaos 
#enlargement #muturation 
#romantic #desire #global 
#joseph beuys #trust 
#everydayness #temporality



 entropy – an argument

capable of the unimportant 
places and things
that cannot bring you near
or will not.

I Introduce brickred earth
while reciprocation slips
and goes to autoinformation 

I Introduce 'spacememory'
'there is no time perception
without the memory of passing time.'

(crucial iteration)
disclosed in a genuine understanding
no terms for the purpose
or goal or end of a thing

die befreiung obliegt der distanz  [eng: the act is undersized]

uncaused events 
one space is sensing another
and once removed 
once enters it changes.

I introduce a quite zone around the harbor 
on the surface (within that setting) 
engaging a celestial event. 

Several of those spaces will be always sensitive to starlight
as metaphorical values on a lowland, 
as memory on the structure space.

We  are placed in contact with it.
We      are taking it from nature.
We    are primal connection to it.
We            it.
We                         nature.

I Introduce an iconoclastic silence
as an attempt to correct habitual modes
by seeing the transient object from different points.

I Introduce the order to a moment of transformation 
the democratical void will be a plastic dimension,
a multigraphic measurement of change.  

I Introduce a stimulus response
a resonance within the existing 

      - entropy is an argument.



throwing a burning stick 
out of my window

got blown off 
by gravity 

before 
it hits the ground.



 
 a cultural landscape   
  
man builds the earth
an enclosed garden 
cultivation in meaningful totality 
potential structure manifest 

defined places, paths 
contains, domains 
concretize man's understanding 
of the natural environment 

orthogonal spaces 
cave - like interior 
a cultural landscape
 becomes generally suggested 

 visualized in a fountain 

a structured whole 
enclosing 
all environmental levels 
on a quest for order    cosmical 

    order
the building of one 
all becomes
artifact to the region 
comprised to the aspect 

unifying the east - west course
and the south - north direction    

(about:blank)

general images in the floors 
walls and ceiling 
a column at each corner 
four post [on which the sky rests]

a new construction 
linked to the delay 
from decomposition 
to the revolutionary liquidation 

[on which two main streets 
 crossing each other at the right angle 
 both oriented and 'round']

 a scheme known by civilization 

in symmetrically disposed continents 
separated by sea
[mare magnum] things and spatial relation
theoretical knowledge, methodical intervention 

 by sunlight the category of natural understanding comprise 
                for the material of no – time





 the hold

no energy 
until or other
than that received 
from Nikola

we identify
the broken circle
unless it has a sense 
of shame

dyslectic fantasies
building up
towards the cosmology of himself
sleep now Joseph!

all taken care of
no need to ask again
himself
a healer, lying down

despite 
the differences
montane forest
with hills

concrete reality 
on infinite 
falling stars
here and there

durchlässig [eng: occupied]
like and for 
a proglamation
of icons

a
poth
e 
o
sis

- poetic in operation.



lesende soldaten 

mountain poetry, begin with grey, 
a substantial documentation into the broken head 
two consecutive occasions:

imposing on an alternative
figure,    form,   formula

lesende soldaten

employed by a spatial metaphor,
for the interrelatedness of society

two consecutive occasions:

one is a fragment of a whole
cybernetics, computer theory, science

lesende soldaten

on the inner field, when you receiving 
the altitude sequence in seelischer tätigkeit,
two consecutive occasions:

all interpretation is grounded on understanding 
constantly in the mode of keeping silent

lesende soldaten
lesende soldaten
lesende soldaten

 



    Dear my loved One, 
all the love I have for you 
and for me, is enough 
to sleep with each 
and to share all the tenderness, 
[as] we have never shared, 
[as] all the love 
I have, is all yours. 

one of all the loveletters 
    I couldn't write before.

 
 





Even when 
I am sitting 

seemingly still 
my body wants 

to                          
move            

to                    
spin   

     to                             
   repulse          





 
The Weekendpoet observes

Heidegger and Bishop
(Purple Flowers)

What is your name?
I am Martin.

I am Elizabeth.
(leaving the room)





           
 The Weekendpoet observes

                     Foucault and Ginsberg
                          (Turning Japanese)

[Facebook message]

22:31
Michel Foucault 
We'll hang some time in the near future?

22:39
Alan Ginsberg
it's still really hard for me to see you though,                                  I just don't 
want you to think 
I don't care at all 
or smth

22:40
Michel Foucault 
Ah ok
Don't worry!

22:41
Alan Ginsberg
I'm not worried, it's just annoying                           
that I can't get over this

22:42
Michel Foucault 
I'm sure soon will be better
Like I understand that it's something complex
But maybe you're over thinking it somehow
It has something to do with turning                
turning expectations, 
turning romanticism
And maybe you're really curious of your sexuality, 
then I encourage you to explore it

22:46
Alan Ginsberg
yes, but that's another instance of the whole issue, 
and I'm quite chilled about it actually
well, I guess it can be hard to understand 
as you are not such a romantic person        
-I would say. 
but it's just this feeling that happens 
and you can't really take control. 
it's not even that complex. 
I just really love you (slight-smile emoticon)

22:48
Michel Foucault 
Ok that's cool
That you're not embarrassed in that regard



Some guys might be,   
I know you're not one of them
Anyway! 

22:49
Alan Ginsberg
anyhow, it gets better the more distance 
I take.                 
I gonna hit the road and focus more 
on future plans in NY
it's just shit that I can't be friends with you

22:50
Michel Foucault 
You really think that?
It is totally possible to overcome this stuff 
if you want
I did it many times!
It's just a romantic believe you have
Sorry, if I sound crude or simplistic, 
but there are moments in life 
where the question of knowing 
whether one might think otherwise 
than one thinks and perceive otherwise 
than one sees is indispensable 
if one is to continue to observe or reflect.

22:54
Alan Ginsberg
I've been there a few times already, 
remember San Fran. 
It can be a romantic thing, 
but maybe you never felt something like that 
for someone... 
and that shouldn't sound hyper dramatic or anything
I think we have a bit different natures 
towards these things

23:00
Michel Foucault 
Friendship must be understood 
as a transforming test of oneself 
in the play of truth and not 
as a simplifying appropriation of 
someone else for the purpose of communication. 
I consider you as one of my best friends, 
and will continue to do so ... 
It does confuse me a lot 
that you say you think we can't be friends..
Like what do you feel when you see me? Rejection?
23:04
Alan Ginsberg
not really rejection, 
but it's just that you never felt for me what I felt for you... 
like, I know that might sound super haunting... 



but unconsciously our friendship 
was always something else in my head. 
And that's why it's so hard for me. 
When I have to confront it with reality 
and realize we are just friends!

23:05
Michel Foucault 
Yeah but I hope you realize that this is a bit fucked up?

23:06
Alan Ginsberg
I realize that it's very fucked up, but what can I do about it?

23:10
Michel Foucault 
Well ok, we all work ourselves into muddy waters 
some times
I don't blame you!
And I hope you realize that friendship 
is not subordinate to romantic love

23:14
Alan Ginsberg
well, I do blame me. 
I should have realized 
what it was all about in the first place, 
so that I didn't need to hurt myself so much 
with all these expectations I had.

23:15
Alan Ginsberg
perhaps you're smiling now, 
smiling through this darkness

23:15
Michel Foucault 
Confession frees, but power reduces one to silence.        
I do think that if you had paid more attention (outside) 
you would've known
Maybe you could say the same for me
But honestly..

23:16
Alan Ginsberg
yes, but I was also just seeing what I wanted to see.
and I actually thought you knew the whole time
23:17
Michel Foucault 
Hard to believe

23:18
Alan Ginsberg
seriously, for me it was super obvious                 now you'll have 
to think the same thing forever!



23:18
Michel Foucault 
I think you're exaggerating the whole thing in post

23:19
Alan Ginsberg
I'm not Michel, trust me... it can happen 
that two people just experience 
two completely different things

23:19
Michel Foucault 
That's why romanticism will only hurt
romantic desire aestheticize reality

23:20
Alan Ginsberg
yep, same utopian hope, 
but I can't choose to feel less. 
I can only try to make it better with time
it's not a button that can be switched or smth
I had so many dreams
I had so many breakthroughs

23:21
Michel Foucault 
Would you agree that my reality had more of a 
foundation?

23:23
Alan Ginsberg
yes, I'm not saying you knew it all the time. 
I'm just saying that in my head I thought you did.        
Imaginary walls collapsing (slight-smile emoticon)
there's no such thing as more or less foundation                  
we are two different people going 
through two different processes.

23:24
Michel Foucault 
Ok, sure
But next time you like someone in such a way
Make it obvious!
23:26
Alan Ginsberg
ok, I will.
I definitely learned a lot from this
as dogmatic enthusiasm 

23:27
Michel Foucault 
I always try to assume a situation in its simplest form,
until I get evidence that the situation is more complex
Just trying to explain my perspective. 



(Occam's razor)

23:35
Alan Ginsberg
yes. that's good. It's important for me to hear. 
and actually you have all the right to be angry 
at me for ruining our friendship somehow... 
but I guess it was kinda inevitable.
I'll be fine with all my ad hoc hypotheses!

23:37
Michel Foucault 
we should be on by now
I'm not convinced our friendship is somehow ruined
(by a ghost) 

23:37
Michel Foucault 
Anyway I'm off to bed now

23:38
Alan Ginsberg
we'll see with time. that's all I can assume now

23:38
Michel Foucault 
goodnight dude

23:38
Alan Ginsberg
good night! I’m with 
you in Rockland 

23:38
Michel Foucault 
Try to take things lightly

[Michel is leaving the conversation]

[Alan is listening to Time by David Bowie]



The 

order 

of 

things 

fragments /
assimilation

choice / 
diffusion 

strategy / 
reaction

                            [objective synthesis]



  latitude insomnia 

the breeze in the bureau charm
receive out a million possibility 
(and perhaps with sentences, ad definition, 
but the wave never, never miles)
far and away beyond substance, or
perhaps just a daytime – generation

by the power deserted, 
the drunken carpet go to hell,
and we embrace the body of latitude,
or a company, on which to dwell.
So walk up care in – sphere
and drop it here, there

into the obsession inverted
where left is always at place,
where the substance many ages,
where the ferry boat great simply made,
where the espresso green light drops
in favor for the paradigm dogs. 



Future thoughts 

 we are many times not able to grasp
the specific capability, people were 

thinking in the past, in history.

 we finding those remedies 
of translated thoughts and 
interpreting them from our 
standpoint, of here and now

with the current capability to grasp 
the complexity of life and it changes.

 we have evidence that many 
“advanced civilizations” have collapsed 

in the past. 

 we try to understand this point in time,
not realizing that those downfalls lying 

in the nature of our communication.

 we can talk, as it is something
that happens without ourselves,

in translation of our thoughts.

(thoughts and outspoken words 
aren't the same: 

Already the texture of a word, 
as traveling frequencies in 

oxidant.)

communicating telepathically
wouldn't necessarily include 
characteristics of the chosen 

words in use, like connotation 
and pitch.

Even the stream of thoughts
in speed and directionality 

could be more likely experienced
as its nature of thoughts 

characterized. 





           where are you home,

     when you are not home?


